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The Lightcloud Blue Nano is a versatile, compact 
accessory that expands the available features offered 
with Lightcloud Blue and RAB's compatible devices. 
Connecting the Nano to a Lightcloud Blue system 
improves features such as SmartShift™ circadian lighting 
and schedules and enables premium features.

Improves SmartShift circadian lighting
Manual control on/off by clicking button once
Change CCT by double clicking button
Improves scheduling of Lightcloud Blue devices

Connect to 2.4GHz Wi-Fi network
Enables smart speaker integration



Download the app

Find a suitable location

Get the Lightcloud Blue app from the Apple® App 
Store or Google® Play Store  

Lightcloud Blue devices should be positioned 
within 60 ft. of each other. 

Building materials such as brick, concrete and steel 
construction may require additional Lightcloud Blue
devices to extend around an obstruction.  

Setup & Installation



Plug Nano into power
·  The Nano has a standard USB-A plug that can be
installed into any USB port, such as a laptop, USB 
outlet, or power strips.

·  The Nano needs to have constant power in order
for it to operate as intended.

Each Site can host a maximum of one Nano.

Pair the Nano to the app
·



·  The Nano can manually turn all lighting devices 
in a Site on or off by clicking the on board button 
once. 

·  By double clicking the button, the Nano will cycle
through different color temperatures with 
compatible devices within the same Site.

Manual Control

Press and hold the center button on the Nano for 10s.
A flashing red light will appear to indicate the Nano
has been reset and then revert to a flashing blue
when the Nano is ready to pair. 

Nano Reset
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Connect the Nano to Wi-Fi
The Nano should be connected to a 
2.4GHz Wi-Fi Network.



Solid Blue
Nano is paired to the Lightcloud Blue app

Nano has successfully established a Wi-Fi 
connection with the 2.4GHz Wi-Fi network.

Solid Green

Nano is ready to be paired to the Lightcloud 
Blue app

Flashing Blue

Nano has been restored to default factory settings
Flashing Red

Nano is trying to establish a connection to a 
2.4GHz Wi-Fi network.

Flashing Yellow

Nano Status Indicators



All configuration of Lightcloud Blue products may be
performed using the Lightcloud Blue app. 

Functionality







Learn more at www.rablighting.com 
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